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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
TWO EIU STUDENTS NEW MEMBERS OF SIGMA RHO EPSILON 
CHARLESTON -- Two students from this area are new members of Sigma Rho 
Epsilon at Eastern Illinois University. They are Cheryl Lehman, daughter of Marty Sims 
of Sullivan; and Karen Rhoades, daughter of Hyllis Rhoades, also of Sullivan. 
Sigma Rho Epsilon is an honorary society for special education majors that 
promotes and recognizes service, leadership and scholarship. 
Both Lehman and Rhoades are graduate students at Eastern and are 1986 and 
1971 graduates of Sullivan High School, respectively. Lehman resides in Lerna with 
her husband, Todd. 
Rhoades also is the recipient of a Special Education Recognition Award from 
Eastern, given for service, leadership and scholarship1 and was recently initiated into 
Kappa Delta Pi international honor society in education. 
Located in Charleston, Eastern is a residential university with an enrollment of 
1 0, 700 on-campus students, which places as its highest priority teaching in its 
classrooms and laboratories supplemented by strong academic support services. 
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